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Mathematics 
1. The most square meet the requirements 

Nobuya Toi 

There are n dots P1, P2, P3, … Pn  on a regular square ABCD. The circle is written that it is not include there 

dots and as possible as big. I want to find the radius value. I do it to coordinates. One side of the square length let 

be “2m”. Let be “P1(a1,b1), P2(a2,b2), …,Pn (an, bn), A(m, m), B(-m, m), C(-m, -m), D(m, -m)”. The circle’s radius 

length let be “r” 

 

2. General term of the Pythagoras number 
Fujita Ryo 

The aim of my research is to figure out that General term of the Pythagoras number. First, I considered the 

general term of the Pythagorean Theorem. Next when I changed the angle of the Pythagorean Theorem to 120 

degrees from 90degrees, I am checked whether specific number exists in the abc, and then to determine the 

general solution. general term of 90degrees and 120 degrees are (a, b, c)=(x^2–y^2,2xy,x^2+y^2) (2xy,x^2-y^2, 

x^2+y^2) [In x>y, x and y, bare x-y is an odd number each other] (a, b, c)=( m^2-n^2, n^2+2mn, n^2+mn+m^2) 

(0<n<m) It might show that When I compared (90 degrees) with (120 degrees) as a result of last time as a result of 

this time, form was similar, and a general term of a, b, c had the clause of each standard and thought that I might 

add a clause by an angle there. My conclusion is that the general term that I can express in the case of any angle 

proves that I exist. 

 

3. Improve imperfect to perfect 
Asahi Mochizuki 

I create a new construction of perfect number. Definition of perfect number is that sum of its divisor excluding 

itself equals to itself. I prove even number’s construction is 2^p (2^p+1 - 1).It is same to Euclid’s construction. But 

it only shows even perfect number. I want to find more utility, so I create general formal which shows both even 

number’s perfect number and odd perfect number. I discover possibility of odd perfect number, and named 

“interaction divisor’ accord”. 

 

4. Decomposition of sum of square of polynomial of degree 2n 
Hiroki Ishikura, Kanto Irimoto, and Kohdai Nishimura 

Let us denote the sum x2n + x2n‐1 + … + x2 + x + 1(n 2 N) by P (2n). We indicate P (2n) by sum of square of 

polynomials. Let f (2n) be the smallest number of terms when coefficients of the polynomials are rational number. 

And let g (2n) be the smallest number of terms when coefficients of the polynomials are real number. We show f (2n) 
≦ 2n , and g (2n) ≦ n + 1. 

 

5. Tower of regularity of Hanoi 
Mio Ueno and Chise Osaka 

The aim of our research is to figure out When you change Hanoi of the regrets of the tower to five from three, 

what regularity whether born. The shortest procedure was transferred from the peg I the n disks to another peg. 
Difference to a similar change in the case of three. We can see range  difference of 8 is in the {k(k+1)/2}+1 (k－

1)k(k+1)/6 from the result. We can conclude that difference changes maximum order of the range by what power 

of 2. 
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Physics 
6. Electric Charge of Leaf Electroscope 

Taketo Yoshida, Tomohiro Uemura, and Ryoichi Naito 

The aim of our research is to find out the suitable condition of electrification. The temperature and humidity 

was measured. We made use of Van de Graaff Generation and Leaf Electroscope. We measured the time until foil 

closed. It seems that the foil close faster in the case of the higher humidity. We could not found the relations 

between the temperature and velocity. We can conclude that it is easy to be charged with electricity in dry 

condition. 

 

7. A floating magnetic body impacted by magnetic force 
Mayu Otsuki, Naoko Suzuki, and Hinako Tamatani 

On the specific condition, a magnetic body is not attracted by a magnetic force of a close magnet but is stable 

independently in the air by the magnetic force. We started experiments to test why it happened. A magnetic body 

was strongly attracted by a powerful magnetic force. The magnetic force got bigger than a force of the magnetic 

body moved down by gravity. Also, by a property that a magnetic body attracts line of magnetic force, the 

magnetic force became stronger and magnetic body was stable at that position. 

 

8. Various investigations of paper planes 
Shu Ogasawara and Masaru Nakao 

The aim of our research is to understand features of paper planes. How far paper planes flew was measured by 

using a launcher, a speedometer, a tape measure and a paper plane. It was determined for the length to have little 

something to do with its velocity. We tried to examine the relation between the freedoms of the plane in the air. 

 

9. The effect of winds on sound waves 
Tatsuma Kawakubo and Yushi Matsuo 

The aim of our experiment is to figure out the relationship between sound volume and wind velocity. Exposing 

a supersonic wave to a wind from a ventilator which placed in front of a sound resource explained the properties 

about the effect of winds on sounds. The sound volume drops in inverse proportion to raise in wind velocity, and 

the sound waves spread to other directions or frequencies. It was found that sound waves spread to a specific 

direction by receiving a specific velocity of winds. 

 

10. Wind car 
Riku Iwamoto and Koki Yamaura 

The aim of our research is to make new type of car. The wind is unlimited energy that blows anywhere 

anytime. Our new car is moved by wind. We made a model car by the use of windmill. It was not moved by 

natural wind. We discovered more efficient type of wind-mill. We can see this is moved by weak wind. Our 

conclusion is more developed research enables us to realize this type of car. 

 

11. Movement of a ping-pong ball in a wind 
Kosuke Hiromasa and Ryoga Fujita 

Our research is to figure out a movement of ping-pong ball in a wind. We floated a ping-pong ball by wind of 

blower, recorded orbit of ping-pong ball using digital camera, make some graphs by PC software. A straight line 

and a symmetrical curve are drawn in these graphs. The stronger a wind is, the higher a ping-pong ball float, and 

it moved irregularly, but the distance of the left and right is maintained. Our conclusion is that movement of a 

ping-pong ball is related to the strength and the flow of a wind. 
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12. Sound of cloth tapping 
Eriko Oonuki and Mayu Kijiya 

The aim of our research is to figure out mechanism of the sound of tapping cloths. The cloths make special 

sound when it taps each other. Moving cloths was measured using high-speed camera. Sound of it was measured 

using FFT. Its sound is made by the first touch of clothes. It depends on its type and elasticity. Sound volume has 

a peek at the proper arm speed. It might show that it was made by vibration of the cloths. We can conclude that 

the sound depends on the special shape of the cloths. 

 

13. Sound of zipper 
Ryo Kageyama, Shuhei Shimoyama, and Shogo Hamano 

The aim of our research is to figure out the relationships between the sound pitch and the acceleration of the 

zipper as the sound of zipper is unique unlike other objects. The sound of zipper and its acceleration were 

measured by dropping the weight that was attached to the zipper to keep the same acceleration all the way. From 

this experiment, the sound that a zipper emits was determined to be proportional to the acceleration of pulling the 

zipper. We also found out that the sound it can emit has a limit. We noticed that there is a simple law in these 

relationships. 

 

14. Relation between sound wave and volume 
Taisei Tashiro, Shogo Fujii, and Atushi Matsutai 

The aim of our research is to figure out the relation between wave of sound and volume. First, we acquire 12 

wave forms of single sound and volume of piano by using "Wave Spectra". We compared each waves and volume 

and found that the waves forms of big sound tend to be clear. We made a hypothesis that the clearer wave forms 

are, the bigger volume become. 

 

15. Sound generated at the window. 
Kota Morino 

My research object is investigation into mechanism of the wind noise which is called “Aeolian Sound” that is 

generated by Karman Vortex. The vortex is related to the speed of wind which hits obstacle, which is proved by 

using smoke of incense sticks. In addition to this, wind speed transition cause frequency transition of Aeolian 

Sound, which is proved by using the computer to measure the frequency of Aeolian. Sound and device made by an 

empty can and straw. I can conclude that wind noise frequency transition by wind speed. 

 

16. Secret of Supersonic Waves 
Fumihiro Suzuki and Jun Wakabayashi 

The aim of our research is to understand heated supersonic wave. Supersonic wave‘s amplitude (the volume of 

sound) was measured using oscilloscope and heater. We can see that amplitude was decreased at all places from 

the results. We got two of conclusions. First, amplitude is not influenced by refraction (the supersonic wave do not 

changes direction when it passed through heated area). Second, amplitude of reflection wave and transmitted 

wave are found by the original wave and refractive index (the rate of direction changed). 
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17. Timbre of the violin 
Sena Doi 

The aim of my research is to figure out the timbre of violin. The frequencies of sound were measured with PC 

software “Wave Spectra”. The wave pattern was constituted to the 3rd harmonic overtone. It probably causes after 

4th harmonic overtone don’t influence to constitute the wave pattern. We can conclude that the timbre is 

influenced by the strength from a fundamental tone to a 3rd harmonic overtone. 

 

18. Analyzing the interference and the effect of speaker’s characteristic 
Koji Shibuya and Ryohei Michikawa 

The aim of our research is to confirm that nodes appear on the hyperboloid when waves from two wave sources 

interfere in space. The form which was similar to hyperboloid was confirmed using microphone. 

At a later, we found the difference between our expected data which was calculated with computer and measured 

data. Then we try to resolve the problem that what cause the difference between them. After the experiments, we 

concluded that the difference is come from speaker’s characteristic. 

 

19. Mechanism of sound from Kamideppo 
Fuyuki Nakagawa and Yuta Takeda 

Changing a several condition Kamideppo was made and researched property of sound and mechanism of it 

from Kamideppo. As a result, sound from Kamideppo didn’t depend on its size and property. When size of paper 

was made bigger than ever before, the interval was heard low because of relative thing by increasing volume. At 

various conditions, our research was carried out, but the almost same natural vibration was made sure at 

whatever condition. Sound from Kamideppo can be considered by its shock wave combined results of calculation 

that tip of it exceed the speed of the sound. 

 

20. Soliton waves 
Keiichiro Kato and Kai Hasebe 

There is a mysterious wave called the soliton. The aim of our research is to observe the soliton by experiment 

the model of one. Two soliton models were made by ourselves, and observed what kind of wave is caused.A wave 

like the soliton was born. Strange phenomenon of the wave could be watched.It might show that the visual 

difference between the non-liner wave such as the soliton and liner wave is subtle. There is no decisive evidence to 

be able to call the soliton. Our conclusion is that soliton is something different from liner wave,and soliton wave 

has interesting characteristic. 

 

 

21. Sound of coin spinning 
Suto Hayato, Takahashi Taisei, and Nakamura Keigo 

The aim of my research is to examine the relation between the coin spinning and motion. Sound and motion of 

spinning 10 yen coin without rust was recorded and analyzed by camera and mike. Then, we found coin bounces 

during spinning and sound of natural frequency and also found beats of sound. It might show that beats of the 

sound depend on spinning motion; the sound of natural frequency was generated when the coin bounds on the 

ground, and the motion of bounce was related with slip stick motion. Our conclusion is that the sound means that 

coin itself must bound and be distorted during the spinning. 
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22. Time period of coin spinning 
Tomoki Hori, Takuzi Miyasaka, and GentaSugiura 

The aim of our research is to understand the movement of coin spinning. The angular velocity of coin spinning 

was evaluated by movie. When coin spins on the ice, the angular velocity coincidented with theoretical 

valuecalculated by Eular’s formula. Eular’s formula is applicable to the case frictionless. 

 

23. Relationship of gravitation acceleration and combustion of candle 
Yuki Wakabayashi, Shuko Hirano, and Kentaro Nishiyama 

We investigated the principle of vibration of candlelight during burning. The oscillation period of the 

candlelight was measured under imaginary gravitational acceleration. The imaginary gravitational acceleration 

was changed by employing centrifugal force or dropping the candle down. We found that there is positive 

correlation between the oscillation period and the gravitational acceleration in a range of 2 ~ 50 m/s2. 

 

24. The characteristic frequency of a building 
Saki Yamada 

The aim of my research is to figure out what the characteristic frequency is. First it was measured using the 

structure which made of stainless steel and made of aluminum. The characteristic of the structure which I made 

of stainless is “height×0.035”. When this structure which is made of aluminum was moved and when this 

structure which is made of stainless steel didn’t change the formula In other words, the quality of the material 

does not have effecton. And when the structure is moved amplitude of this which made of stainless steel is twice 

as big as the second step of this structure. I find it that the character frequency is related height, but it is not 

related material. 

 

25. The effect on seismic response control over the upper floors. 
Yotarou Miyaoka 

The aim of my research is to find out the effective method of withstanding earthquakes. The motive is that 

having seen a model building which has water on the top of it during my visiting a construction company. It was 

able to withstand for more time than a usual model building which has nothing on top. The model building was 

made at school and was shaken. My experiments have three types. The result is the building which has water is 

the most effective for withstanding shaking. 

 

26. Water Surface Reflected of Sphere 
Kosuke Okusuka, Kenta Kamata, Koshi Kojima, and Masahiro Yoda 

The aim of our research is to figure out what is the condition that sphere is skipped on the surface of water. We 

measured angle of incidence by using the machine that shoots out with it spinning. We can find that the closer the 

angle of incidence reached the right angle, the bigger the number of skipping was. Our conclusion is that angle of 

incidence is concerned with the number of skipping. 

 

27. The movement of vortex 
Daiki Kamasaka and Yamato Kiyota 

The aim of our research is to figure out properties of vortexes, because vortexes are mysterious. A vortex was 

made on the surface of the water by moving the board. We found the shape of the vortex was paraboloid of 

revolution. It might show that the vortex was Rankine’s combined vortexes. Our conclusion is that a vortex made 

under the situation with the gravity is Rankine’s combined vortex. 
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28. Investigation of milk crown 
Takuma Okawa and Taketo Kodama 

Milk crown is one of the familiar phenomena. It is formed by various conditions. The aim of our research is 

examining what causes milk crown. In our research, the size of milk crown was measured by the high speed 

camera. In the next process, energy, size and volume of milk crown was figure out. It was demonstrated that 

mechanical energy is conserved through the process. We concluded that its formation is related to surface tension 

and law of conservation of energy. 

 

29. The Definition of a Drop 
Amazaki Kenji and Takuma Kanakubo 

The purpose of this experiment is to find out the relation between the surface tension and its viscosity of a 

liquid when it forms a drop. Focusing on viscosity, water and glytherine was measured in this experiment, 

because they have approximately the same surface tension. By high speed camera the process of which the liquid 

states falling down from a burette and eventually forms a drop was captured. However, the drops of the two fluids 

formed drops which are almost the same size, and were abruptly accelerating few seconds before they were cut off 

and separated from the rest of the liquid. From this result, it is considered that the balance between the gravity 

and the surface tension is significant in the same size of a drop and not the viscosity. Our conclusion is that there 

is an important relation between the liquid’s surface tension and its drop. 

 

30. Circle Drawn By Falling Water 
Takumi Kawaguchi 

When water falls on the flat floor, the water draw a circle. The purpose of this research is to discover some 

relationship with the velocity of the fluid and the size of circle. By finding that, it was expected we can say the 

same law on the shape of Edgeworth-Kuiper Comet Belt. Before the experiment, some formulas were considered 

and equations were made. In the experiment, some value ware investigated. As a result, the depths of circle were 

almost constant and when the water reaches to floor, the size of circle drawn by falling water is in proportion to 

the velocity of the fluid. 

 

31. Change of dilatant fluid due to vibration 
Asuka Saito, Shiina Yamamura, and Megumi Ri 

Dilatant fluid shows a solid property when it is added sudden pressure. When this fluid is vibrated with a 

speaker, protrusions are caused on the surface. The aim of our research is to figure out the mechanism of arising 

them. We constructed the hypothesis that the velocity of arising protrusion are in proportion to energy of sound. 

The graph didn’t show straight line but positive correlation. We can conclude that the hypothesis is not realized, 

but it is sure that dilatant fluid has something to do with vibration. 

 

32. Which ball falls fastest? 
Minori Tabei 

The aim of my research was to figure out whether the answer to the Physical Challenge is true or not. Once a 

device was made and experiment was done in the same way as the question. The same ball in chain as the 

question was dropped fastest. I could see that the ball dropping fastest was applied more force than the others 

from results. I can conclude that the answer was true and a slight power was acting on that ball. 
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33. Study of destroy 
Takashi Saika and Morikuni Ando 

The purpose of our research is to realize the relation between wound and patient of paper. It can be seen that 

the longer the width of wound is, the more breakable paper become. And it also can be seen that the longer the 

length of wound is, the less breakable paper become. 

 

34. Flying Distance of Baseball 
Daishi Igawa, Takuya Uzawa, Naoki Shigematsu, and Rikiya Shinkai 

The aim of our research is to figure out Flying Distance of Baseball. A baseball a as dropped over the bat, and 

we majored flying distance of it. When the angle was 50°, the boll flew 40cm, this length is the best result of 10 

experiments. It might show that the theory was right, but it was broken when we play baseball. Our conclusion is 

that REAL is not simple. 

 

35. Impact mark on clay made by a metal ball 
Jin Sano 

Shape of craters on moon is precise circle even if meteorites collide on the angle. This is the motivation of my 

research. My first experiment was to smash metal ball vertically to clay. This experiment showed that the volume 

of impact mark proportionate to the potential energy of ball. Second I dropped the ball down on the clay with 

horizontal velocity. The length of the mark on clay was proportional to the horizontal velocity not to the potential 

energy of the ball. This behavior was simulated by a simple modeling. 

 

36. The impact of the iron ball hitting the sand. 
Sakata Yusuke, Tomizawa Shinsuke, and Nakamura Yuki 

The aim of our research is to figure out the principle of the impact of the hitting the sand. First we made a 

device to drop the iron ball correctly. The weight of sand which scattered was measured using gravimeter. We can 

see that the higher the ball fell the heavier the scattering sand was. We found this relationship between the 

height and mass from the results. 

 

37. Strange movement of super-ball. 
Tomoya Ogihara, Taichi Ochiai, and Shusuke Hironaka 

In our childhood, we were interested in the strange and very powerful movement of super-ball. So we started 

to analyze it. A super-ball was launched with backspin on. We measured its number of revolution () and speed 

that parallel to the floor with a high speed camera. We found its number of revolution made the strange 

movement because of comparing with its energy and movementum. 

 
38. change oｆ coefficient of restitution 

Naoyuki Matsumoto, Mizuki Honma, and Daiki Yoshihara 

The aim of our research is to figure out whether coefficient of restitution is constant. We dropped two super 

bowls overlapped vertically. The coefficient of restitution was determined to be lower as velocity at the collision is 

increased. It might show that more energy is converted into other energy as velocity is increased. We can conclude 

that coefficient of restitution is not constant. 
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39. Collision of small ball to each other 
Syota Yamada, Kazuma Kinoshita, and Takuma Kawashima 

The aim of our research is to investigate that jumping superball. Three or two those piled up was dropped. The 

height of jumping highest one was measured. The results were lower than our forecast. It might show that the 

potential energy was lost, superballs colliding each other. 

 

40. Dependence of the elastic coefficient 
Kazuki Ogai, Keisuke Kimura, and Kunihiko Sakai 

The elastic coefficient affects various daily physical phenomena deeply. The effects are depended on the 

situations. The aim of our research is to understand the process. Two kinds of balls were dropped on two different 

of planes from constant height and calculated elastic coefficient from height when balls bounced. The elastic 

coefficient greatly changed by condition of balls and planes. It might show that the elastic coefficient depends on 

the percentage of balls transform. Our conclusion is the elastic coefficient depends on the percentage of 

deformation.  

 

41. Billiard balls’ Collision 
Daiki Horiguchi, Yusuke Miyajima, and Yuki Yamamoto 

The aim of our research is to figure out the law of Billiard balls’ Collision. Billiard balls’ Collision was captured 

by camera.Their scattering angle was measured using PC. Expect that scattering angle was 90°.The average of 

scattering angle was 85°. There was loss energy. 

 

42. The speed of Domino toppling 
Maho Tsuyuki, Yuri Maeda, and Ayano Kato 

We followed our senior‘s experiment. The aim of our research is to figure out an equation of speed with Domino. 

The speed of each Domino‘s piece was equal. An equation was set up by the use of angular velocity. The equation 

shows the dependence on θ and height of Domino. 

 

43. Jumping of cylinder with clay 
Aida Kohki 

Cylinder with clay is rolled down slope. Then it jumps with some times spin. To find out why the cylinder can 

jump and search the best position where the cylinder jumps. The result shows us there are relations between 

weight of clay and the point of the cylinder jumps. And the angle which the cylinder jumps is found. 

 

44. Mystery of the Stick Bomb 
Hiroshi Matsuura and Kaisei Osaka 

The object of our research is to find out Stick Bomb’s strange pop making line like Domino effect. We did three 

experiments of it.1.Relationship of height and second 2. Relationship of height and length 3. Relationship of angle 

and power of blast. The height of Stick Bomb increase with time, it has maximum height; 35 cm. There might be 

no relationship between height and length in Stick Bomb’s highest point. In the middle of the line, longer Stick 

Bomb has more total power than shorter one, so the longer one’s height is higher. Acute angled Stick Bomb needs 

more power than obtuse angled one to stop the blast. The velocity of short stick bomb is larger than the velocity of 

long one. 
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45. Investigate of spinning top 
Kou Ishida, Kiwamu Inokuma, Ryo Kiritani, and Waku Matsuoka 

Our purpose was to find out the condition when the top slept, we found that Sleeping top was written down 

changing the situation. The lower top’s center of gravity, the more likely to be slept. The longer top’s radius, the 

more likely to be slept but when top’s radius was long, it was difficult to spin top. It needed certain degree of 

power to spin top. 

 

46. A relationship between wavelength and refractive index 
Satomi Sugihara and Hina Shimamoto 

The aim of our research is to figure out a relationship between wavelength and refractive with nizi-bedes. 

Refractive index was measured applying light of various wavelength to nizi-bedes on paper. Refractive index 

variations were hardly seen. it might show that small wavelength variations do not affect refractive index too 

much. We can conclude that refractive index is influenced by big wavelength variations. 

 

47. The relationship between knitting patterns and keeping heat 
Miki Ishii, Nanako Yamamoto, and Karin Wada 

The aim of our research is to figure out whether difference in knitting patterns affects keeping heat. Two 

pieces of cloth with different patterns were knitted. They were put on a heated iron plate. The temperature of 

their surface was taken with a radiation thermometer. The temperature of the surface of a stockinet stitch piece 

was higher than that of a garter stitch one. It might show that garter stich is better at keeping heat than 

stockinet stich is. Either thermal conductivity or quantity of air contaminants, or both may have something to do 

with keeping heat. 
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Chemistry 
48. Body warmer used repeatedly 

Kohei Shibuya, Shunsuke Shimomura, Tsubasa Yuuki, Daichi Shimizu, and Satoshi Nakada 

The aim of our research is to find out what substance is the best to make a recyclable hand warmer.  Sodium 

acetate was supercooled and was impacted. Water temperature was rose from 29 to 38 (degrees of Celsius) by 

using sodium acetate. We can see sodium thiosulfate heats as well as sodium acetate. We can conclude that using 

sodium thiosulfate is more economical than using sodium acetate. 

 

49. Development of the best refrigerant for observing supercooling phenomenon 
Yusuke Minakata 

In my school, saturated water with salts and ices are used for experiment to observe the supercooling 

phenomenon. However, it takes long time to prepare saturated water with salts. So, the aim of my research is to 

find out other materials replace salts as a solute. As a result, KCl was determined to be that material because it 

took less than three minutes to prepare saturated water with KCl and there weren’t much difference between 

saturated water with salts and KCl as refrigerants. 

 

50. The creation of a thermal insulation glass 
Yasuhiro Oda and Masakazu Sato 

The aim of our research is the creation of a thermal insulation glass in order to increase the energy efficiency. 

Grass was made from SiO2, PbO and Na2B4O7·10H2O with a material which has a specific heat. Then, specific 

heat was measured. The grass using Al2O3 had higher specific heat than normal glass. It might show that 

metallic oxide help to increase specific heat of grass. 

 

51. Research about explosive boil 
Shoya Yamamoto, Kosuke Onishi, and Takahiro Shimada 

The aim of our research is to find out the possibility of explosive boil. There is not so much knowledge about 

this subject now. To get the results, the differences in liquid quality, heights of the liquid, thickness of test tubes, 

and the amount of dissolved air were experimented by causing boiling. We got various factors pulling up and 

cause explosive boil, however we can conclude that the most important thing occurring this phenomenon is “the 

amount of dissolved air”. 

 

52. Research on Mpemba effect 
Taiga Kudo, Takuya Sato, Koki Nakayama, and Naoto Ninomiya 

The aim of our research is to figure out the cause of Mpemba. Mpemba effect is phenomenon which hot water 

may freeze earlier than cold water on specific situations. We measured cold water freeze earlier than hot water on 

various situations. Twice for all, Mpemba effect took place. (Hot water was frozen earlier than cold water.) It 

might shows that Mpemba Effect took place on specific situations. We can conclude that Mpemba effect take 

place. 
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53. Research of Diamond dust 
Yuichi Shoda, Kento Takeuchi, Hiroya Yamada, and Tatsuyoshi Yamaoka 

The aim of our research is to understand the diamond dust phenomenon and make a device which can observe 

diamond dust easily. Dichloroethane mixed with melted acrylic plate to observe crystals of diamond dust. The 

phenomenon could be seen in the laboratory. But crystals could not be seen. It might show that diamond dust 

could be made in the laboratory and does not need “clear air.” Our conclusion is that diamond dust is a 

meteological phenomenon so it’s difficult to understand it. We continue to investigate diamond dust. 

 

54. Air films in the water (Anti-bubble) 
Seigo Karasawa 

The aim of my research is to figure out how everyone can make anti-bubbles easier. Anti-bubbles are a drop of 

water in the air film in the water. Anti-bubbles were made by water which were dissolved various materials and 

density (NaCl, sugar, C3H8O3, LiCl, KI, etc,) and various temperature. NaCl (5%), sugared water(10%), 

C3H8O3(4%),  LiCl (4%) , and the temperature (45 degrees of Celsius) were good materials to make anti-bubbles. 

It might show that water which were little higher and lower viscosity than ordinary water (1.08[mPa·s]) can 

make Anti-bubbles easier. I can conclude that people can make anti-bubbles in the water which was into sugar (a 

little). 

 

55. Research of Weissenberg effects in slime 
Masayuki Uchida, Ryota Kadoya, and Kento Tsukada 

The aim of our research is to figure out Weissenberg effect, one of the secrets of slime. The height slime 

climbed was measured using rotation apparatus and ruler. The height by vertical force was not relative to the 

square of rotating speed, but that by tilted one was relative to that. It might show that slime was affected by some 

causes when vertically. We can conclude that slime was influenced by gravity or slime has own resistance like 

springs’ one. 

 

56. Making an electromagnetic wave absorber 
Kenji Yamazaki, Satoshi Katayama, Kichi koizumi, and Reo Kogane 

The aim of our research is to make electromagnetic wave absorber using inexpensive and common material. 

The receiver was covered by aluminum. The power of electromagnetic wave, generated by a transmitter was 

measured by it. That was weakened. This result shows that aluminum has a little ability of absorbing 

electromagnetic wave. We still have to devise them in order to absorb the wave completely. 

 

57. The research of HIO from Absorption spectrums and computational science 
Kouki Hashimoto 

The aim of my research is to figure out what HIO’s property is. The solution mixed CH3COOAg and I2aq was 

filtered out and adjusted the pH. It was determined that the solution turned into yellow under acidity condition, 

and colorless on alkali. It might show that HIO can’t be made under alkali condition. According to the chemical 

dictionary, the color of HIO is yellow or green, and it can be made only under alkali condition. My conclusion is 

that is probably wrong. 
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58. Artificial photosynthesis in beaker 
Kasumi Tsutsumi, Misa Moriya, and Yoko Suzuki 

The aim of our research is to find how to occur artificial photosynthesis without plants optical catalyst was 

illustrated by the lamp of tungsten formic acid was found Carbon dioxide was reduced and formic acid was made 

we can conclude that carbon dioxide was reduced that carbon dioxide was reduced by illustrating optical catalyst 

and organic matter was made without plants. 

 

59. Making Thin Films Organic Solar Cells with Chlorophyll 
Takue Inamura 

The purpose of my research is to find out the best condition to make inexpensive organic solar cells and make 

it with various material; especially chlorophyll. The best condition was researched. The most powerful electrical 

semiconductor’s thickness was 500nm. Using chlorophyll instead of organic p-type semiconductor, solar cells was 

made and optical response was got from it. Absorbance, Wavelength dependence and Light intensity dependence 

were measured to prove a part of that. From the data, chlorophyll played an important role. 

 

60. Making solar cells using a localized surface plasmon resonance of the complete solid type 
Tomohaya Taneichi 

The aim of my research is to make solar cells using a localized surface plasmon resonance of the complete solid 

type. By ultraviolet light, silver nanoparticle was deposited on the titanium oxide surface to create a solar cell, and 

it was confirmed that the solar cell responsed to light. Voltage of 118.4 mV was obtained. My conclusion is that 

solar cells can be made by using silver nanoparticle. 

 

61. Developing a new cellophane separator 
Yoshiki aoyagi, Yozaburo Igari, Naoki Otsuka, and Shuhei Hosoya 

The aim of our research is to develop a new cellophane separator (the material of cells) that is less expensive 

than ever. The amount of charge and discharge was measured using various alternative separators. 

“Akutori-meijin” showed the best result. It might show it is important not to allow to penetrate with too large 

amount of liquid. We can conclude that Polyethylene is essential to cellophane separator. 

 

62. Research of non-platinum catalyst for polymer electrolyte fuel cell 
Yohei Iinuma, Shunichiro Kameda, Hiroki Yamasaki, and Jun Yamamoto 

These days, fuel cells are playing an important role in our daily life. However, platinum are necessary for fuel 

cells as a catalyst and they are very expensive. Our aim is to find out a substitutive substance for platinum, which 

is not expensive, easy to find, and generates enough electricity. We found out that sugar and gelatin can be 

substituted for platinum, though, it still needed a bit of platinum to generate enough electricity. In conclusion, it is 

hard to find out a substitutive substance for platinum. 

 

63. Purification of river by microbes 
Mai Uemura 

The aim of my research is to figure out purification of Okashiwa river by microbes called 

EhimeAI-2.  Examination of Okashiwa river`s water revealed that its quality of water was contaminated by 

domestic waste. Ehime AI-2 was used for its purification. Different quantity of EhimeAI-2 and fallen leaves were 

in each cups. Observation the cups showed the more the water was brown, the better the quality of water was. It 

is because brown extract of leaves called tannin worked. EhimeAI-2 worked when the quantity was proper. 
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64. Finding new method of improving the water survey in the river of Ichikawa city 
Yusuke Kuwabara 

The river in Ichikawa city had high value of NO3-N. The aim of my research is to find new method of improving 

water survey. Comparing with denitrification, oxidation-reduction, and adsorption reaction, denitrification is the 

best style to remove nitrite-nitrogen considered by economic and reaction sufficient. 

 

65. The research of cheaper filters to catch PM2.5 
Tomoya Nagatsuka 

The glass filters which are used to capture particulate matters 2.5 (PM2.5) in the air now are expensive. The 

aim of my research is to find out a new cheaper filter. Many kinds of filters are used with the machines with an 

impactor to catch particles. First, little amount of particles were caught by paper filters. I can see that their fibers 

were too close to pass the absorbed air by pump from the results. Next, fewer amounts of particles was captured 

by using tissue papers, cloth of mask, and Japanese papers than glass filter. I can conclude that breathability and 

close fibers are needed for filters of PM2.5. 

 

66. Development of bio-ethanol preventing food crisis 
Yuto Kitajima and Shingo Tsuchiya 

The aim of our research is to figure out the best way bio-ethanol effectively made using non-food crop such as 

algae. Glucose, which is the main ingredient of bio-ethanol, was measured using iodometry. The best ingredient 

was determined to be pulp, rather than algae. From the result, we can see that the amount of glucose matters on 

the amount of cellulose inside the ingredient. Since pulp is mainly made out of pulp, it can make more amount of 

glucose. We can conclude that the best non-food crop is pulp. 

 

67. Bio-briquet will save the world! 
Reina Okuya, Chie Ishii, Yuka Kusano, and Haruna Hayashi 

The aim of our research is to make biofuels by vegetable waste in order to stop global warming and running 

out of fossil fuels. Lots of kinds of materials were burned to measure their calories. Peanut shells were the best. 

The peanut shells were powdered. The amount of peanut powder and firelighters were adjusted. They were 

pressed together. It was burned, and the rising temperature and how long it would take to burn out were 

measured. We found that (peanut powder): (firelighters) = 1:1.05 is the best condition of the "bio-briquet". 

 

68. Ethylene from lignin in cherry leaves by zinc chloride, zeolite and Iron(III)oxide 
Ryo Nanae 

Leaves have about 30% lignin. So lignin is refined from leaves, especially cherry leaves.  And more, I think 

that because zinc chloride and lignin form the complex, because zeolite works as acid, because Iron(III) oxide 

depolymerize the lignin, using them makes lignin product bigger 

 

69. Frame reaction with Cu-N 
Koutarou Ishida, Tatsuki Ugawa, and Shun Furusawa 

The aim of our research is to figure out the reason why flame reaction that mixture of CuCl2 and C5H5N emits 

becomes purple. The interaction between Cu and N was observed by firing mixture which contains Cu and N, and 

seeing it behind the cobalt glass (absorb the light whose wave length is 500~700nm). Purple flame reaction was 

measured when we fired the mixture of Cu and N. It might show that purple flame occurs when we fire the 

mixture of Cu and N. Our conclusion is coordinate bond between Cu and N cause the purple flame reaction. 
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70. Search of crystals’ structure by using alumes 
Rikako Matsuura, Natsuki Sato, and Mizuki Seki 

The aim of our research is to examine structure of KCr(SO4)2・24H2O. Crystal of KCr(SO4)2・24H2O and 

AlK(SO4)2・12H2O respectively and mixed crystal of them were tried to recrystallized. As a result, crystal of 

AlK(SO4)2・12H2O were separated and, some of others were not separated. It might show that Cr³⁺ was separated 

from crystallizing. 

 

71. Making of nontoxic Cadmiumred 
Shiori Shinozaki and Mai Takeshita 

The aim of our research is to produce nontoxic Cadmium red. 0.15% oil solutions of acid red was changed into 

acidity, basicity and added Fe2O3.Each of their wavelengths was compared with that of Cadmium red using 

ultraviolet and visible spectrophotometer. We can find that 0.15% oil solutions of acid red changed into acidity 

most approached Cadmium red from the results. Our new propose is to find an indicator which changes 0.15% oil 

solutions of acid red into acidity and more approaches Cadmium red than any other. 

 

72. Dying with polyphenol 
Fumika Sai, Mayuko Tomita, Miki Nakao, Miku Mochizuki, and Miyu Yajima 

The aim of our research is to dye cloth with familiar foods which contain polyphenol. Many sheets of cloth were 

dyed by various familiar foods, and they were washed. Each of polyphenol has own color and absorption power. 

From results, it might show that the color of clothes and absorption depend on the amount of polyphenol. We can 

conclude that clothes are able to be dyed by polyphenol. 

 

73. Development of the new staining using fruits’ skin 
Sakamoto Arisa, Tobana Nanaka, and Maruyama Yuka 

We were interested in using fruits’ skin usually thrown away. The aim of our research is to find out the way 

dying with these. Water with skin of Oranges, Bananas, and Persimmons was boiled. Clothes was dyed with the 

water. As a result Skin was determined as one of the best dyeing material. It was determined that persimmons 

were not suitable for dye. The results of our research that nylon is the best cloth to be died because of various 

factors. We can conclude that nylon is the best clothes, Oranges and Bananas are the best fruits to dye clothes. 

 

74. Discovery of BR oscillating reaction using Cerium as a new catalyst 
Yumi Matsuzawa 

The aim of my research is to understand a mechanism of the Cerium-catalyzed Briggs-Rauscher Oscillating 

Reaction. Density of iodine ion was measured using iodine ion electrode. A period of the color changing was 

influenced by the density of malonic acid and Cerium. It might show that malonic acid and Cerium decide the 

reaction. I can conclude that the Cerium-catalyzed BR oscillating reaction is expressed by the same way as classic 

one. 

 

75. Measurement of H2O2 concentration by chemical flash vibrating reaction with luminol 
Takumi Okubayashi 

The aim of my research is to figure out the new way to guess the H2O2 concentration. The pattern of lighting 

luminol was measured under various concentrations and the relationship between the concentration and the 

cycle of the reaction using luminol was made clear. As the result, the cycle depended on the concentration. It 

might show that the measurement using luminol was useful. With this way, we can guess the small H2O2 

concentration easily and exactly. 
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76. The relation between whippability of meringue and the swelling of cakes 
Nodoka Oshimura and Mariko Noguchi 

The aim of our research is to make meringue that has largest volume, consists of the smallest bubbles and 

swells well. Only the length of time to mix was changed. Around 960s, meringue became largest, consisting 

bubbles became the smallest and swelled well. It might show that this meringue have most bubbles. We can 

conclude that the best meringue for baking cakes can be made by mixing for around 900s. 

 

77. Making a sponge cake fluffy 
Sari Hirano 

How do you make a sponge cake fluffy? The volumes of sponge cakes are composed of babbles. This research 

shows effectives by baking powder. Baking powder’s primary material is NaHCO3. It produces CO2 with high 

temperature. NaHCO3 1.00g and water 1.5ml were put in a pot and heated by an oven 180 degrees of Celsius. 

After the water evaporated, the pot was measured its whole weight. Then this experiment was continued by 400 

degrees of Celsius. The interval that is between before and after NaHCO3 was heated is expected to be volume of 

CO2 and H2O. The calculate matched to the result volume. 

 

78. Research on thermal decomposition of vitamin C 
Kyouka Hanabusa and Natsuki Wakasugi 

We were interested in the property of vitamin C (C6H8O6) which is decreased by heating. Our goal is to find 

how to prevent decreasing of vitamin C by heating. C6H8O6aq was heated and its residue was titrated by 

KMnO4aq. The longer C6H8O6 was heated, the less it became. However, when starch was added, diminution 

decreased. We considered it was caused by that starch covered vitamin C and protected it from heating. 

 

79. Dissolving tooth 
Kurachi Miku and Goto Ayaka 

Our purpose is to find out the influence on temporary tooth by various beverages. Calcium phosphate and 

calcium hydroxide were diluted with water, heated and formed shape of tooth. Temporary tooth were soaked in 8 

kinds of beverages that pH is different and dried. The quantity of temporary tooth decreased in pH1.51 to 5.07. It 

might show that in the lower pH, the more temporary tooth were dissolved. We want to examine what substances 

could dissolve temporary tooth. 
 

80. Relation of shampoo and intensity of hair 
Masumi Hirasawa and Atsuko Kitamura 

The aim of our research is to discover relation between shampoo and intensity of hair. The hair was soaked in 

shampoo for five minutes. The intensity was measured using sensor of power. The hair that had been soaked in 

acid shampoo was more fragile than the hair that had been soaked in weak acid shampoo. It might show that the 

protein of hair is related to pH of shampoo because most of hair is made of protein. In addition, cross section of the 

hair from two people was measured with microscope. Thick hair was stronger than the thin one. It might show 

that strength of the hair is proportional to the thickness. From this, we can conclude that acid shampoo has bad 

effect on intensity of hair, and that strength of the hair is related to the thickness 
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81. Antiseptic effect of tannin 
Sanae Araumi and Yuka Takeshima 

The purpose of our research is to understand the difference in antiseptic effect on every kind of tannin. Six 

kinds of material (tea, green tea, coffee, wine, banana, chestnut) were mashed finely by a homogenizer. Tannins 

were extracted by methanol. The amount of Tannin was examined by the Folin Denis reagent. The results show it 

that tea contains most of tannin and banana does the smallest. 

 

82. Analysis of bactericidal actions on antibiotics 
Kaho Murayama and Ami Kiuchi 

The aim of our research is to figure out antibacterial effectiveness against Bacillus natto. Antibacterial actions 

were examined by use of various medicines on nutrient media. A digestive medicine, a binding medicine and 

Vitamin C had effectiveness. It might show that Vitamin C, ingredient of the medicine, reacts against Bacillus 

natto. We can conclude that the medicines which Vitamin C is into work for stomach and the bowels. 

 

83. Research on moisture keeping 
Risa Mukai, Saaya Sato, Tanaka Asaka, and Shiori Hamano 

In the cold season our skin dry. So we interested in the way to keep moisture. This is concerned with various 

substances. It was found that sorbitol and stearyl alcohol are contained in hand creams which are already on the 

market, and two comparative experiment was done. Each substance of strength of moisturizing capacity and 

suitable for compounding ratio was considered. It might show that 0.5g of sorbitol and 1.0g of stearyl alcohol are 

suitable quantity to add to the 10 g of stock solution which are mixed olive oil and vaselin. Adding vegetable wax 

and rose water, we made hand cream to keep moisture. 

 

84. Making lotion which has high moisturizing capacity 
Natsumi Akazawa, Ayane Kawashima, and Yuki Kuwabara 

The aim of our research is to make lotion which has high moisturizing capacity. An aqueous solution for testing 

was dropped on a filter paper, and dried. Then the mass changing of the solution was measured. The mass 

changing of 5% glycerol and 5% butanediol mixed solution was the smallest. It might show that moisturizing 

capacity of 5% glycerol and 5% butanediol mixed solution is the highest 
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Biology 
85. Moisture retaining power of essence from sticky vegetables 

Natsuki Kominami 

The aim of my research is to figure out if essence from sticky vegetables has moisture retaining power. 

Essences from four vegetables and water were each spread on a rice cake and the change of weight was recorded. 

The rice cake with the mixture of lotus root essence and hyaluronic acid retained its weight the most. It might 

show that essence from sticky vegetables has moisture retaining power and hyaluronic acid enhances it. My 

conclusion is sticky vegetables have differences in moisture retaining power and compatibility with hyaluronic 

acid. 

 

86. The hair’s damage and the usefulness of treatment 
Megumi Takeda, Nanako Kawanami, and Mayu Kikuchi 

The aim of our research is to figure out what kind of effect does the hair-treatment brings to our hair. 

Damaged Hair’s strength was measured using SHIMPO and observed by Electron microscope. The hair’s 

strength was decreased with 200 degrees of Celsius heat for 10 minutes and UV light for 24 hours. We can see 

that the hair’s strength was related to how much damage the hair got. 

 

87. pH of oral environment 
Yuri Okumura 

The aim of my research is to figure out oral environment’s influence by pH. Agar was made with three kinds 

pH, acid, neutral and alkaline. It was cultured oral bacterium. It was determined to be changed the growth of 

them by each pH. It probably causes health or bad tooth.. 

 

88. The cause of absorption of saliva into food in the mouth 
Natsuko Kuramochi 

To find the cause of absorption of saliva into food in the mouth, some experiments using pancakes as a model 

were carried out. Pancakes which ingredient’s ratio was changed were made, and compared the percentage of 

water’s absorption and its constituent. Then, a questionnaire which pancakes is the best absorption of water was 

sent to student. It might show that there were many causes of them, and it difficult to sol quantitatively. 

 

89. Purification power of the leaf which fell 
Koushirou Kamada and Daichi Hyashi 

The aim of our research is to make an aquarium which is not necessary to change water by a purification 

power of the leaf which fell. NH4+ and fallen leaves was put into an aquarium. It was left about one week. After 

one week, the concentration of NH4+ and NO3-and NO2- was measured using simple test. We repeated that for 

four weeks. The concentration of NH4+ was decreased: that of NO3- and NO2- was increased. It might show that 

fallen leaves decomposed NH4+ into NO3- and NO2-. We can conclude that it is possible to make an aquarium 

which is don't need to change water by using fallen leaves' purification power. 
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90. Impacts of ocean acidification on crustaceans 
Yuki Kawanishi 

Ocean acidification (the decrease in seawater pH) is caused by an increase in dissolved carbon dioxide (CO2) in 

seawater, but the impacts on marine ecosystem and human society have not yet been recognized by the public. 

The aim of my research is to figure out the detail impacts on them and to predict the future. Brine shrimps and 

crayfish were observed in various pH environments. Their shells were dissolved in water of low pH level, so they 

couldn’t survive in such environment. The result might show that crustaceans will decrease in the future by ocean 

acidification. My conclusion is the problem has to be recognized in public, and the prompt measures should be 

taken. 

 

91. Striped mullet’s behavior in Okashiwa river 
Takahiko Kuramae 

Our research is to figure out examine Striped Mullet’s behavior and addictiveness in Okashiwa river. First, 

some Striped Mullets was got by me. Second, put ribbon tag on their body and release striped mullet. Finally, I got 

them again. Striped mullets are able to be divided to three types by size of them. It might show that they formed 

school per year when they have been born. Tagged striped mullets were not seen in branch to Edogawa River. We 

can see they which can be seen in Okashiwa river swim upstream from Ichikawa harbor. 

 

92. The crawling speed of the Drosophilas without alae 
Yuuki Abe and Ayaka Tsutsumi 

The aim of our research is to see Drosophila melanogaster with the characteristic that various mutation and 

the Drosophila which degenerated of the alae is one of these. They are called Vg. They were inspected the speed 

and movement of the walk to confirm the influence that one place of mutation called the degeneration of the alae 

gives to other places. Eventually, Vg’s legs were shorter than Wild type because of Vg gene has relation to form of 

their legs. Also, movement and speed of Vg’s legs were inferior to Wild type. This reason is they didn’t have alae, 

so their bodies were unbalanced. Thus, they can’t walk smoothly and faster. 

 

93. Phototaxis of drosophila melanogaster 
Kouhei Kobayashi 

The aim of my research is to understand about phototaxis of drosophila melanogaster. Drosophila 

melanogaster was put into transparency container. Counted number of times that drosophila entered in lighted 

part of container in a minute. Used red, yellow, green, and blue colors of light. Did experiment by used each four 

colors. Compared the results, blue light was the most times lured drosophila. I can conclude that drosophila 

melanogaster prefer light of short wavelength. 

 

94. Research of nectarines of Mallotus 
Naoki Matsuyama 

Mallotus, a tree growing in Japanese, have extrafloral nectaries on their leaves. There are often some ants at 

the nectaries. Why ants gather at the nectaries? The aim of my research is to figure out it. I suspected factor in 

attracting ants is glucose. Liquid included in the nectaries and liquid included in the leaves were added Benedict’s 

reagent and boiled each other. The color of the liquid included in the nectaries didn’t change as much as the color 

of liquid included in the leaves. It might show that glucose is not factor in attracting ants. 
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95. Incubation of the quail 
Yu Maeda 

The aim of my research is to investigate a change of the weight before and after incubation of the quail egg. 

The quail of the egg was measured its change of the weight before hatching every day. Change of the weight was 

determined to be constant. It might show that the weight before incubation of the egg have nothing to do with 

after. I can conclude that build of the young birds are constant to some extent. 

 

96. Turn alternation of arthropod 
Kazuki Masaike 

The aim of my research is to understand the mechanism of turn alternation.I used pill bugs (Armadilidium 
vulgare) and ground beetles (Dolichus halensis). Three investigation were performed. First investigation used an 

aisle. Second took the movies about walking of them. Last traced of their legs moving. The result of them might 

show that moving of the legs and the axis of the body relates deeply to the phenomenon. I can conclude that turn 

alternation is a kind of thigmotaxis. 

 

97. Process of regeneration 
Kaito Makio 

In the experiment, Lizards autotomized, being measured velocity of regenerate, structural transition. To start 

with they had autotomized, a little while later that , they had a roentgenological examination. As a result, a 

Lizard took 23 days to cure itself, after that, tales started to extend. Finally, it took 115 days to back to the origin. 

As consideration, It is considered that physics of tale’s bones changed significantly. 

 

98. Condition for Mashijimi's revival 
Satoshi Kon 

The aim of my research is to figure out the way Mashijimi , native flesh water clam, revival in river and 

irrigation canal in Japan. Two species of flesh water clam were used. One of them is Mashijimi , and the other is 

Taiwannshijimi, clam of foreign origin. Their abilities of getting into riverbed were measured using the aquarium 

filled with tiny beads. Native one was determined to be going underground until deeper place than foreign one. It 

might show that Mashijimi's ability is superior to that of Taiwannshijimi's. I can conclude that the beds of rivers 

where Mashijimi are taken place are into pebbles. 

 

99. Study on garbage spider 
Manaka Hataoka and Mayuko Harada 

The aim of our research is to determine the reason why garbage spiders line garbage up on their web. Garbage 

spiders were measured around our school. From spring to autumn, more and more they grew up, longer and 

longer their garbage was. In winter few siders had garbage. It might show that they don’t need garbage in winter 

because there are few their predators. We concluded that they have garbage to hide from their predators. 

 

100. Frog jumping 
Kawasaki Masaya 

The purpose of my observation is to improve jumping method such as sports. Frog jumpings were recorded 

using a HS camera. I found a degree of jumping frog's leg is related to its time. It might have any law. 
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101. The best way to pick face ticks 
謝 凉晶 

The aim of my research is to figure out the way to pick face tricks steady. It is too difficult to extract them. 

Scotch tape was posted by the faces of someone. Face packs were posted by them, too. A lot of the way was tried. 

The way to pick them the most is scotch tape but not a lot to pick them. Scotch tape’s adhesive power is the most 

powerful of them. Scotch tape was the best way relatively. Next should consider a time zone. 

 

102. Memory experiment of Planarian 
Yuudai Kohno and Hideaki Saito 

The aim of our research is to figure out whether planarians can overcome hate for light. First experiment’s 

method how long it takes them to come from the shade to bright place with the bait (liver) was measured using 

with box, light and case. This experiment was failed. Second experiment method which putting light and giving 

bait for them at the same time. It is under experiment. Planarian’s hate for light might be conquered. We can 

conclude that we wasn’t getting result yet 

 

103. The Gall of Rosa multiflora 
Toshiki Watanabe 

The purpose of my 1st experiment is to figure out the former of insect galls on Rosa multiflora 40 galls were 
divided into two groups, one was kept in 10℃ and the other was kept in 25℃.So far, 2 galls were observed to 

emerge, But they haven’t been identified yet. It was found that all the larvae of parasitic wasps in 10 degrees 

which make galls with many rooms were still living while all the larvae in 25 degrees died. All things considered, I 

expect that the larvae of parasitic wasps might die, if it is not at low temperature, due to lack of nourishment 

caused by progress of metabolism. The purpose of the 2nd experiment is to probe the influence that galls have on 

the plant. The number of galls, leaves and seeds of 40 Rosa multiflora’s branches were counted, 20 of them have 

galls on it and the rest do not. On average, branch with galls have less leaves and seeds. It might show that some 

influence caused by galls make that number of leaves and seeds fewer. Though originally they are in symbolic 

relation, from this experiment, I can conclude that there are situations that insect galls have bad influences on 

plants. 

 

104. Allelopathy of Goldenrods 
Takuma Imi 

The aim of my research is to find out where Goldenrods produce the substance to cause allelopathy.  

Goldenrods were cut into some parts and every part was mashed with water to produce a solution individually.  

And then, each solution was added to 20 seeds of Welsh onion in Petri dish respectively.  The solution from leaves 

showed the least number of germination.  It might show that allelochemical of Goldenrods are mostly generated 

in their leaves.  Leaf is the most important part of Goldenrods for allelopathy. 

 

105. Hydroponic culture of Japanese mustard spinach 
Kenta Uchida and Takahiro Minoji 

The aim of our research is to save humankind from food shortage. Japanese mustard spinach was planted in 

sponges with water. And then raised those was planted in water containing dissolved nutrients, potassium nitrate 

or potassium dihydrogen phosphate. Those growing plants without soil grow more rapidly. So, Hydroponic culture 

saves the earth. 
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106. Relationship between composition of acetic acid bacteria’s culture solutions and rise of acetic acid 
Hatsune Yamauchi 

The aim of my research is to understand relationship between composition of acetic acid bacteria’s culture 

solutions and rise of acetic acid. The rise of acetic acid was examined four culture solutions by neutralization 

titration with sodium hydrate. These titers were not increased with two mixed glucose into culture solutions. It 

might show that they were glucose or not is relevant, but actually ethanol seems related. I can conclude that I 

couldn't find right experiment method. 

 

107. The effects of essential oil on insects 
Hiroaki Ando 

Some plants like herb can be difficult to be eaten by insects. So, experiments were been to confirm their effects 

on insects. Essential oils which are made of Rosemary and Peppermint, and fruit flies were used. Some effects on 

fruit flies that they avoid the smells of the essential oils. And, Peppermint’s essential oil is more effective than 

Rosemary’s one. It probably causes both of them have ingredients, but Peppermint’s ingredient is more effective 

than Rosemary’s one. My conclusion is some plants can avoid fruit flies. And, the strengths can be influenced by 

the ingredients. 

 

108. The bacterial response to allergen 
Hiroto Fukunaga 

The aim of my research is to look at the bacterial response to allergen. The number of breeding of lactic acid 

bacteria and those mixed lactic acid bacteria and wheat was compared. The number of breeding of the mixture 

was less than only lactic acid bacteria. It might show that lactic acid bacteria caused the reaction to wheat. I can 

conclude that breeding of lactic acid bacteria is inhibited by wheat.  

 

109. The Study of Physarum 
Yusai Yamamoto and Kosuke Shimobaba 

Amebic Physarum is known to have the nature to connect their foods by the shortest route. The aim of our 

research is to figure out the shortest route of islands in Setonaikai by using the nature. So, they were reproduced 

with Physarum’s food and Physarum was made to connect them. 

 

110. Antibacterial action of the mushroom antagonistic line 
Yota Sato 

The aim of my research is to figure out about antibacterial action of the mushroom antagonistic line. 

Mushroom was cut fragment of about 1cm and placed on medium potatoes and left for three days. As a result, I 

was succeed in making mushroom antagonistic line but I could not make sure of antibacterial action of the 

mushroom antagonistic line because I didn’t have enough time for research. In other research, a fragment of 

mushroom was put on medium potatoes painted natto. As a result, I was succeed in making antibacterial circle 

around a fragment of mushroom. It might suggest that mushroom antagonistic line have Antibacterial action. I 

can conclude that mushroom antagonistic line can have Antibacterial action. 
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111. Spawn culture of the oyster mushrooms 
Yuumi Terukawa 

The aim of my research is to figure out the growth rate of oyster mushrooms with different densities or 

temperatures. Cultivating the oyster mushrooms in different temperatures and densities, the growth rate of the 

oyster mushrooms was quick in high temperature than law temperature, broad space than narrow space. It 

seemed that the oyster mushrooms grow fast in high temperature and broad space. 

 

112. Artificial cultivation of Lyophyllum shimeji 
Tasuku wakisaka 

I conducted an experiment to investigate necessary nutrient of Occurrence of hyphae Lyophyllum shimeji. As a 

result, glucose and magnesium sulfate heptahydrate is essential for the development of hyphae. 

 

113. Role of sugar chains on cell wall of bacterias 
Kei Fujita 

The aim of my research is to understand a role of sugar chains on cell wall of bacterias. Bacillus subtilis var. 

natto and Escherichia coli were added cellulase. Then they were cultivated and measured the major axis of their 

colonies. Colonies of Bacillus subtilis var. natto and Escherichia coli added cellulase were determined to become 

larger. It might show that bacterias cannot form their colonies normally without sugar chains. We can conclude 

that sugar chains on cell wall of bacterias increase the union of organisms. 

 

114. Can soil germs eat oil? 
Toya Airi 

The aim of research is to understand for soil germs to remove an oil spill in the sea. Many kind of soil was 

dipped in oil and my school’s soil was dipped while changing the amount oil. It might show no clear results. I can 

conclude that soil germs have unknown nature and this germs which have stretch of nature are expected in the 

future. 

 

115. The work of houttuynia cordata that it suppress bacteria propagation 
Akari Kano 

The work of houttuynia cordata that it suppress bacteria propagation. The medium was made from potato. 

Water and the soil that taken from the biology laboratory at school and my house put into a conical tubes. The 

liquid in the conical tubes was diluted. It was put into the medium. The soil with houttuynia cordata has fewer 

bacteria than the soil with other plants. Decanoylacetaldhyde, odorous component houttuynia corata, suppress 

bacteria propagation. 

 

116. Antibacterial substances contained in foods 
Eriko Ogura, Haruka Sumi, Mami Hasegawa, and Ayano Hayatake 

The aim of our research is to understand about antibacterial substances contained in foods. 12 foods were put 

on solid medium on which spread Bacillus subtilis var. natto or Escherichia coli. Whether they have antibacterial 

substances or not and theirs force were judged by observing theirs inhibition rings. Antibacterial actions were 

detected about 6 foods.  It might show that these foods have any substances killing bacteria. Our conclusion is 

antibacterial substances contained in garlic has strongest antimicrobial activity. 


